
Chapter 3

Meanwhile...

In this damp room with nothing but a boxing ring and a few punching bags, there stood a
tall bulky like male with long black hair. This man was none other than Jin Otsuka the 3rd
brother of the Otsuka bloodline.

<< Jin >>

Seems like that high spike in demon magic just suddenly disappeared. What a bummer I was
hoping that someone actually posed a threat, probably was just a bluff.

For starters let's break down the different magic that presents itself in the world

Base Magic - The building block of all the other magic forms. Without this, no magic
abilities or spells could be cast and if the user were to run out of magic then they would
fall unconscious until their magic is resupplied.

Fighting Magic - This is a spell that can be cast on the user or be cast onto a target that is
alive. With this magic, you can increase one's combat ability depending on how much
magic you decide to use for the spell.

Chaos Magic - This type of magic deals with causing destruction to anything in its path
and consumes a great deal of magic leaving the user only able to cast a handful of spells.
This category of magic can cause devastating results if the user's magic is high enough.

Support Magic - This magic is usually used by nuns and priests of the grand church. To
obtain such magic you must be "saved" by the gods placing a holy blessing upon you to
allow uses of holy magic and healing.

Deity Magic (Gods and Demons) - This magic is the taboo of the world and should under
no circumstances be used by anyone as this magic is strictly for the Gods and Demons
this power allows dimension shattering power to be called upon but at the risk of losing
ones life.

<< Makoto Matsubara >>

Well, let's end this rivalry once and for all Jin this one is for all the money.

<< Jin >>



...

<< Makoto Matsubara >>

Silence will be your downfall Jin but it please me as you can die in silence

Just then, Makoto charges Jin with enough force to stop a semi-truck in its steps but
then suddenly the room went silent and the only thing being heard is the wind from
Makoto's punch.

<< Makoto Matsubara >>

Heh heh well, good strike my friend I guess it's time I said goodbye. You were stronger, that's an
A+ in my book.

Just then Makoto's body slumped to the floor with a giant hole in his chest and Jin, not
even breaking a sweat, turned to face the door.

<< Jin >>

Farewell, Makoto

As Jin walks through the door he laughs so loud that the ring begins to shake and the
floor cracks as he releases just a fraction of energy to give off an energy signal. To who?
None other than

<< Kazuma >>

(Breaks into a sweat) Wow that was an immense power I just felt it gave me goosebumps and
sent chills up my spine whoever that was is no joking matter.

<< Elizabeth >>

Yea, I felt that too but lets ignore that for now and get back to the more serious matter at hand.
WHAT IN THE HELL ARE YOU AND SAKURA DOING? AND DEPENDING ON YOUR
ANSWER I MIGHT ONLY KILL YOU HALFWAY!

Just then Sakura smiles and licks Kazuma forehead in nothing but her underwear and
shirt just having woken up from a nap.

<< Kazuma >>



Wait I can explain! She used to be a priest so she is using her magic to restore my mana from
our fight the other day! After this, we were invited to the king's quarters. He found out that you
were a goddess and wants to speak with us on important matters.

<< Elizabeth >>

Oh yea, usually when travelers come I'm supposed to stay back and warn the king but since I
was summoned to the human world I have to tell him in person and show him my family crest to
prove I'm a goddess.

<< Sakura >>

So the ditzy girl really is a goddess huh? Well now that I know you guys are the real deal allow
me to get dressed and go grab some seats for us at the bar so we can replenish our strength for
the upcoming battle, that aura is from none other than Jin the infamous son of the Otsuka
bloodline, the fiercest warriors in the land and he definitely felt your power from earlier.

<< Kazuma >>

Well whoever he is if he crosses my path i'll be sure to kick his ass!

<< Elizabeth >>

Well don't get to cocky this Jin child has sent more lives to me than any other man in the land so
be careful and Sakura?

<< Sakura >>

Yea?

<< Elizabeth >>

WHO YOU CALLING DITZY YOU HUSSY! (Hits Sakura with a pan)

<< Kazuma >>

Where did she obtain that... This is gonna be a long day.


